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Адрес LECO Glas-, Spiegel- und Kunststoff-Technik GmbH 
Kunststoff-Technik GmbH 
Am Schallerhammer 10-12 
92539 Schönsee

Телефон 0049 9674 92444-0

Факс 0049 9674 92444-29

Интернет www.leco-glas.de

 

Год основания 1928/1962

КОНТАКТНЫЕ ЛИЦА
Contact 1. Мистер Мистер Bernhard Meckl 

Verkaufsleitung 
Phone: 0049 9674 92444-11 
Fax: 0049 9674 92444-29 

Contact 2. Миссис Миссис Christel Schaller 
Geschäftsführung 
Phone: 0049 9674 92444 0 
Fax: 0049 9674 92444 9 

Contact 3. Миссис Миссис Rosa Bronold 
Auftragsbearbeitung / Einkauf 
Phone: 0049 9674 92444 26 
Fax: 0049 9674 92444 29 

ПРОДУКТЫ / МАШИНЫ
Thin glass of 1.0 - 1.2 mm, 1.2 - 1.5 mm, 1.5 - 1.7 mm thickness
Float glass from 2 to 12 mm thickness
Stained glass Flashed milk glass Reflo glass
Tempered safety glass Matt glass and satin-frosted glass Borofloat
Float glass mirrors from 1.0 to 6 mm thickness
Double mirrors Translucent mirrors with 4 % transmission
Plane and convex mirrors Magnifying mirrors
Observation mirrors
Automobile rearview mirror glasses for passenger cars, trucks and motor cycles
Relief printing and screen printing on handbag and hand mirrors
Cosmetic mirrors, digital printing and sandblasting
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Automotive industry

We have been a competent partner for the automotive industry for more than five decades in the areas of sun visor mirrors and exterior mirrors. The
high quality of our products is appreciated by customers both at home and abroad. 

Sun visor mirrors

We produce sun visor mirrors in many different designs and shapes. Coated with a silver coating for a guaranteed high reflection, with cutting edges or
grinded edges and the back provided with various types of fragment protection (hot adhesive or adhesive tapes). Even curved mirrors are possible

Exterior mirrors

Exterior mirrors can be manufactured in different versions (planar, convex or aspheric). The various options with regard to the coating (silver, chrome
and blue colour) round out our production diversity. Dividing lines, fonts or other markings can be made to our customers individual spezifications. The
application of heating foil or fragment protection in the form of various adhesive tapes is possible.

Furniture

We have been a reliable supplier for many years to the furniture industry, especially in the area of bathroom furniture. We have made a name for
ourselves due to our high quality, flexibility and reliability, so that our products have been well received by a great many customers. Float glass, plane
mirrors and magnifying mirrors in all versions and shapes are standard in our production facility.

Mirrors

You can find our products in many bathrooms. Whether plane mirrors or vanity mirrors, we manufacture every possible dimension and shape at the
customer's individual specifications. 

Glass

We have numerous capabilities of processing plane glass. We refine the product to the customer's individual specifications in various edge precessing
versions (cut, grind or polished). We frost, etch, print, strengthen (chemically or thermally) and assemble for further processing.

Technical glass

We manufacture glass in all shapes and processing forms.

Cover panels for measuring intruments such as pressure gauges, gas and water meters, speedometers and scales of all types of assemblies, glass for
interior and exterior lamps, high quality printed glass for use in the medical and industrial field, thermally or chemically strengthened, heat-resistant or
frosted, etched or drilled.

Advertising mirrors

Advertising mirrors belongs to LECO since a long time.

Whether pocket mirrors, folding mirrors or hand mirrors.

ИСТОРИЯ И ПРОДУКТЫ
LECO is a mirror and glass processing company with 70 employees and has been headquartered in Schönsee/Bavaria since 1962. It was originally
established in 1928 in the town of Lommatzsch in Saxony and has been successfully operated for over three generations.

However not only the owners remained loyal to the company, a large part of the emloyees also had great solidarity with their employer throughout the
many years of their working relationship.

This is also the basis between us and our business partners.

The company Lehmann + Baltzer was founded by Bruno Lehman and Paul Baltzer in a basement in the town of Lommatzsch in Saxony.

The history of our current company started with the production of cosmetic mirrors, lenses and reading glasses.

In 1950, Lehmann + Baltzer was re-established in Schönsee with the then owner HG Lehmann under its present name of LECO GmbH. The town of
Schönsee was chosen because many glass processing companies had settled in this area along the so-called "watercourse" and ideal conditions
were, therefore, available for glass and mirror manufacturing.

At the beginning, we started with the production of hall mirrors, but LECO succeeded in its entry into the automotive industry in 1954, for which we are
still active to date in the production of exterior mirrors and sun visor mirrors of different models. 10 years later, the earlier tradition with vanity mirrors
has successfully continued by including these again in production schedule. In the 1990's, LECO took a foothold in the furniture and plumbing industry
and has since supplied major companies with glass and mirrors in different sizes, shapes and finishes.

With the introduction of a quality management system in 2003 and the subsequent certification to ISO 9001, LECO addressed the increased demands
of customers and installed a water treatment system in 2008 in order to also contribute to enviromental protection
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Company Profile of LECO Glas-, Spiegel- und Kunststoff-Technik GmbH

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.

Адресный материал, который Вы распечатали, является авторским правом и принадлежит Компании или третьему лицу ее
Маркетинговой Службы, и все права сохранены. Любой Пользователь, который получает доступ к такому материалу, может делать
это только в целях личного пользования, и использование такого материала представляет исключительный риск для
Пользователя. Перераспределение или другая коммерческая эксплуатация такого адресного материала запрещены. Где такой
адресный материал обеспечен третьим лицом, каждый Пользователь согласен соблюдать и быть связанным с определенными
условиями использования, относящимися к такому материалу новостей. Glass Global не представляет и не подтверждает точность
или надежность любой информации, содержащейся на любых адресных или внешних веб-сайтах, упомянутых в этой распечатке.
www.glassglobal.com - Международный Портал для Стекольной Промышленности - OGIS GmbH
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